Abstract-In this contribution we present the solution of the utility greedy discrete bit loading for interference limited multicell OFDM networks. Setting the utility as the sum of consumed power proportions, the algorithm follows greedy way to achieve the maximum throughput of the system. Simulation has shown that the proposed algorithm has better performance and lower complexity than the traditional optimal algorithm. The discussion of the results is provided .
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative resource allocation is an effective method to avoid the inter-cell interference in multi-cell OFDMA systems. Resource allocation for OFDMA networks has three major tasks: subchannel assignment, rate allocation, and power control. Since the inter-cell interferences are affected by the subchannel assignment, the corresponding rate adaptation and power control, any change of the resource allocation in a specific cell will affect the other nearby cells. Thus, the cooperative resource allocation is a very complex process in the multi-cell OFDMA systems. This paper only considers the situation when the subchannel allocations have been done. More specifically, this paper considers the cooperative resource allocation in the multi-cell OFDM systems.
The relevant researches could be found in the fields of DSL systems, cognitive radio networks [1] , [2] , and [3] . The optimal spectrum balancing (OSB) algorithm has been shown in [4] . The OSB algorithm converts the maximum problem to the weighted problem and employs the dual decomposition to solve it. The iterative spectrum balancing algorithm which follows the idea of OSB is proposed and obtains much smaller complexity [5] , [6] . However, the weighted optimization needs to predetermine each user's weight and their target rate, which makes the optimized result can't be obtained directly. Thus, the weighted optimization algorithms has to check all the possible weight combination in order to get the maximum, which make the algorithm become too complex. Further more, there are some internal disadvantages for OSB that could bring performance degradation. These disadvantages will be discussed in the follows.
Our work invokes the greedy method and provides the utility greedy discrete bit loading for the interference limited multicell OFDM systems. The simulation results prove that the optimal discrete bit loading algorithm performs better than OSB. Further more, the utility greedy discrete bit loading has much smaller complexity than OSB.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an uplink multiuser OFDMA Multi-Homecell system. Suppose that there are N (N ≥ 2) pairs of transmitter and receiver, each of them occupies the same span of tones and is equipped with one transmit and one receive antenna. We assume that one receiver gets desired information from one predetermined transmitter. Then the received signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for the i th receiver at tone k is
where p
is the transmitted power spectrum density (PSD) at tone k by the i th transmitter, g i,j is the channel gain from the j th to the i th receiver and σ is the additive, white and Gaussian noise (AWGN) PSD.
The goal of this paper is to maximize system's throughput by allocating power for each transmitter at each tone
where P i,max is the total power constraint for the i th transmitter and r [k] i is the achievable bit loading of the i th receiver on tone [7] . r [k] i is obtained by
where Γ denotes the SNR-gap to capacity, which is a function of the desired BER, coding gain and noise margin. Formulation (3) could be rewritten as
And since the modem supports only integer bitloading, the search space could be reduced according to exact bitloadings. Thereby these can be written in matrix form as
where
Then this cooperative resource allocation problem on tone k is feasible for all simultaneous transmitting-receiving pairs as long as the matrix (I − Ψ · G) is non-singular, i.e. invertible. Then the power allocated for r k is
This simple power allocation scheme, however, suffers from large complexity O (b max + 1) NK , where b max is the maximal bitloading that one modem could support. Considering and K is large in OFDMA system, this problem becomes intractable. The OSB algorithm below reduces this complexity to some extent. And Utility Greedy Discrete Bit Loading algorithm we proposed further edges that complexity.
III. UTILITY GREEDY DISCRETE BIT LOADING
This work provides the utility greedy discrete solutions when such constraints are taken into account. For each tone k (1 ≤ k ≤ K), we assume that the sum of bit loading R
[k] could be transmitted using power function e k (R K )
N . Actually, there are numerous r k which could
while under the power constraint.
Define the function γ as
where r max is the maximum bit loading constrained by the system . If r k is determined and available
Introduced the incremental power function 
R
[k] − 1. Then when the sum of bit loading increases to R [k] , the utility function is set as
The proposed optimal discrete bit loading algorithm is as follows: Initialization:
is the flag which indicates the feasibility of adding more bits to the tone k under the power constraint, whereas {F } k = 0 means that the tone k is saturated. Let
N . The total bit loading of the system is
Bit loading Iteration:
Step 1. Check the possibility to add one more bit to the total bit loading of the system. 1). Check that if it is possible to add one more the bit loading to each tone. For the tone k, a) Generate the available r k set when add one more bit as
calculate the e k (R K ) using (12). If the e k (R k + 1) satisfies the power constraint, which could be denoted as Step 2. Updating the bit loading. 1). Collect all the subchannels that could be added to one more
3). Let r k * = r * k * and p k * = e k * (R k * + 1). Thus, R k * = R k * + 1 and R = R + 1, which means the total bit loading increases by one bit. T for k = 1, ..., K.
5). Go to Step1.
Note that the complexity of the utility greedy discrete bit
IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
The utility greedy discrete bit loading algorithm is numerical simulated using the channel model of homecells. Referred to TR25.814 and R1-084026 of 3GPP, the simulation parameters are shown in TABLE I. The two homecells model is invoked for the simulations of this section. Assume that it contains only one user in each homecell. A wall exists between the two homecells which is a very common scene in the office building. Then the simulation environment is shown as Figure 1 .
In order to evaluate the performance of utility greedy discrete bit loading algorithm, the comparison with the OSB would be given. Because of the limit of conditions and huge complexity of OSB, this paper only compares the performance of both algorithms in three typical pairs of locations, e.g. when the users of Homecell 1 and Homecell 2 locate respectively in A and B, A and D, C and D. When the users of the two home cells locate in A and B, the interference for both two users is very small. When the users of the two home cells locate in A and D, the interference for user in home cell 1 is small while the interference for user in home cell 2 is large. When the users of the two home cells locate in C and D, the interference for both users are large. The simulations in these three pairs of locations could fully reveal the comparison the utility greedy discrete bit loading algorithm (UG Algorithm) and optimal spectrum balancing algorithm (OSB Algorithm). Suppose that the two homecells utilize the same TX powers. The total throughput of the system with different TX power is depicted in Figure 2 , Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
It's obvious that the utility discrete bit loading algorithm always behaves better performance than the optimal spectrum balancing algorithm. The reason will be discussed in the next section. Considering the complexity of UG, it is easily known that the UG discrete bit loading algorithm has much smaller complexity than the optimal spectrum balancing algorithm.
V. RESULTS' DISCUSSION
The simulation results would be discussed in this section. It is not difficult to discover that the curve of the OSB algorithm maintains on a value for some TX powers in Figure2 and Figure3. Actually, this phenomenon is caused by some disadvantage of the OSB algorithm. In order to make it clear, we first introduce the Lemma1.
Lemma1: In order to maximize the throughput of the system, the two pairs i, j should share the tone k (k = 1, . . . , K) simultaneously when satisfy
is the interference for pair i on tone k.
Otherwise, the pairs i, j should not transmit on the tone k simultaneously when
The proof of Lemma1 could be found in Appendix. With Lemma1, the cooperative resource allocation problem could be divided into three states: spectrum sharing state, spectrum partitioned state and spectrum mixed state. The definitions of each state are describe as follows.
Spectrum sharing state, which is defined as all the pairs share all the tones simultaneously.
Spectrum partitioned state, which is defined as all the tones are only occupied by one pair at a time.
Spectrum mixed state, which is defined as that some tones are utilized by only one pair while others are shared by different pairs.
The OSB algorithm drops its optimum when the dual problem is decomposed into a set of sub-problems. After the decomposition, the cooperative optimization on different tones couldn't be done which cause the performance degradation. Particularly, when the channel gain is considered in this paper, a pair has the same channel station on all the tones. Then the OSB algorithm is only effective on the spectrum sharing state and spectrum partitioned state. When the TX power is in the field of the spectrum mixed state, the OSB algorithm only stays at a value which is the maximum in the spectrum sharing state. Thus the curve of the OSB algorithm always maintains on a value for some TX powers in Figure2 and Figure3.
Proof:
In the spectrum partitioned state, the tone k is only occupied by a pair of transmitter and receiver. Assume the pair i occupy the tone when the bit loading is R k , then
The power need to allocated by pair i is
Suppose the R [k] + 1 is achievable on tone k. When 2
